Cyber Security as a Service
Keep them out! Seek them out!TM

Optimize and Transform Cyber Risk Operations
With the new digital age of ‘everything connected’, the continued decentralization of IT purchases, and advances in
IOT connectivity, comes new threats. Organizations need to take strong measures to ensure they are proactively
assessing, detecting, securing and protecting against these enterprise risks.
Cyber adversaries are becoming more sophisticated, faster than ever before, by leveraging the same accelerators
used by enterprises – Cloud platforms, AI and machine learning to name a few. Organizations need to be equipped
to meet these challenges with the same firepower through a Digitally Sustained Security capability.

PATH TO DIGITALLY SUSTAINED SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE OPERATIONS
As you decide to move along the path to become more “digital”, what does it mean for your security and
compliance processes? Are you equipped to swiftly respond to events? What processes can be optimized? What
benefits can be derived? How do you build a plan to get there? Regardless of where you happen to be on your path
to digital transformation, Emtec can help facilitate your progression through digital enablement, transformation
and maintenance of your security and compliance activities.
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Empower your Digital Experience with Emtec's
Cyber-Security-as-a-Service Solution Suite – SECaaS
Emtec’s SECaaS offerings, fueled by partnerships with industry leading security technologies, provides
clients with a higher confidence in the security of their networks and enterprise operations.
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Awareness, Planning and
Advisory Services

Adoption, Implementation and
Migration Services

Management, Maintenance
and Support

• Discovery – What Services &
Infrastructure Needs to be
Protected & Why
• AD Group Policy Design for
Entitlement Management
• Identity & Access Management
• Security Posture & Policy
Consulting

• Live CMDB – Change Management
for Key Security Domains
• Security Operations – Incident
Management Process Automation
• Zero-Hour Threat Identification –AI
Enabled Protection
• Live Attack Surface Management –
360 Deg View of Key Vulnerabilities

• Managed Security Operations –
Incident Process Automation
• Managed Threat Identification &
Alerting Using AI/Machine Learning
• VSOC – Virtual Security Ops Center
for Managed Threat Response
• Ongoing Vulnerability Assessment
• Compliance Reporting Optimization

MANAGED, INTEGRATED AND EXTENDED CYBER PARTNERSHIPS
Emtec has extensive experience bringing together world class partners through cleanly integrated platforms
that extend the reach and effectiveness of each distinct partner offering. Emtec delivers a Cyber Security
experience that is truly greater than the sum of its parts.
Digital Defense

Cybraics

Frontline.Cloud™ Security
Software Suite including:
• Frontline Vulnerability
Manager™
• Frontline Pen Test™
• Frontline Web Application
Scanning™
• Frontline Active Test Sweep™

• DARPA Developed
Next-Generation Technology
• nLighten: Advanced Security
Analytics Platform
• Fast & Easy to Deploy with
Results in Hours
• Advanced Machine Learning
Identifies Unknown Threats

BMC
• Helix Discovery- Cloud
Based Discovery & Business
Mapping
• Helix ITSM - Remedy Service
Management: Digitally
Optimized Security Case
Management
• TrueSight- Orchestrated
Remediation Solutions

Emtec’s Cyber Security as a Service offerings help you “Keep them out! Seek them out!TM”. Contact us today
to get started.
Emtec, an IT consultancy, is dedicated to helping organizations drive optimization, transformation and growth by
employing the latest enterprise technologies and innovative business processes to empower their employees, accelerate
innovation and deliver results.
We provide a wide range of advisory, implementation, integration and managed support services for cloud and on-premise
platforms in the application, infrastructure and analytics landscape.
For more information, please visit https://www.emtecinc.com or email us at information@emtecinc.com
USA / CANADA / INDIA

